Detection and Sizing of Submicron Particles in Biologics With Interferometric Scattering Microscopy.
We demonstrate the application of interferometric scattering microscopy (IFS) for characterizing submicron particles in stir-stressed monoclonal antibody. IFS uses a layered silicon sensor and modified optical microscope to rapidly visualize and determine the particle size distribution (PSD) of submicron particles based on their scattering intensity, which is directly proportional to particle mass. Limits for particle size and optimal solution concentration were established for IFS characterization of submicron particles. We critically compare IFS data with dynamic light scattering (DLS) and nanoparticle tracking analysis (NTA) and find IFS is superior to NTA and DLS for determining the realistic shape of the number-based PSD, whereas NTA and DLS provide superior information about absolute particle size. Together, IFS, NTA, and DLS provide complementary information on submicron particles and enable quantitative characterization of the PSD of submicron aggregates. Finally, we explore quantifying particle size with IFS by developing a calibration curve for particle scattering intensity based on correlative scanning electron microscopy imaging. We found that only a subset of isotropic-shaped particles followed the expected proportionality between IFS intensity and particle mass. Overall, this study demonstrates IFS is a simple approach for detecting and quantifying submicron aggregate PSD in protein-based therapeutics.